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Contentment being the smother of invention and
procrastination the thief of time, the beginning of a
Christmas letter in November, from a contented
procrastinator, is little short of miraculous. Be amazed,
favoured recipient. Be amazed.
I sit on a wooden rocking chair in a stone cottage
outside Wells, the loveliest of Cathedral cities. It is a cold
and grey morning. We walked Diana’s grandson Theo to
school a while ago. Minuscule flakes of snow tantalised us
with unlikely hopes of more. We’ve been here for three
Wells Cathedral
nights and return home this evening. A brief break before the onset of Advent and frenzy of Christmas.
At the beginning of September, five years ago, I became the ‘house for duty’ priest here at St John’s
Boldre, on the edge of the New Forest. So I have been here longer than in any of my first three parishes: All
Saints, Kadoma in Zimbabwe, St Paul’s on the Island of St Helena, and Christchurch, Skipton in Australia.
Diana and I remain contented. Appreciative and appreciated. We are a team and, at this stage in our
lives, both fairly sure-footed and steady-handed in our role. Boldre has a more polished parson than the
rougher, wilder and more cocksure fellow his first three parishes suffered. My son David surprised me a while
back by suggesting there to be something ‘elegiac’ about our ministry at Boldre. By this I think he meant that
our combined man and wife ministry, with home visiting, a preparedness to be on call day and night, an open
vicarage and full involvement in parish life and parishioners’ lives, is largely a thing of the past. Only possible
in increasingly rare, small-population parishes, and with priests trained more than forty years ago, so usually
of a part time, ‘house for duty’ sort.
Our weeks are as full as ever they were in days gone by. This delights us, not least for justifying good
holidays. Of which there were two of note this year. The first was a week in Scotland. There, except for one
night, we stayed with friends or relatives. Even the one night in a hotel, at Gatehouse of Fleet was to enable
us to visit and have a splendid meal with a friend of my father and mother. Once a fine contralto in my
father’s last parish in Zimbabwe, she is now part of the worldwide Rhodesian diaspora. We then spent a night
with hospitable relatives of Diana, north of Glasgow, followed by three days in the central Highlands with
a friend from our St Helena days. From this base we were able to drive up the west coast, along the north and
down the east. A surprisingly short journey. So much loveliness in so small a country. Geographical beauty
distilled to a glorious essence.
We then stayed for two nights in Aberdeen with a university friend of Diana’s, a physicist,
mathematician, one time friend of Stephen Hawking and for many years a professor of mathematics at
Aberdeen University. Needless to say a fascinating fellow to talk to about football and rugby league. Our last
two nights were spent with the priest in charge of All Saints, Invergowrie, near Dundee, and his wife. In the
year 2000 I had swapped my Australian parish with him for three months. Although we’d taken over each
other’s house, possessions, car and job, we remained strangers to each other, never having met. It was lovely
to revisit the setting of a particularly happy time of my life, and even better to discover, in an all but unknown
priest and wife, stimulatingly thoughtful, kindred spirits. A memorable visit.
Our major holiday was a return to
Australia. Two years ago my son Peter drove to
Darwin, on the north coast, to meet us and hand
over his car, before flying home. Diana and I then
motored across Australia from north to south. We
arrived, as planned, in the Victorian home of my
daughter Elizabeth and family, just before baby
Josephine arrived. My fourth granddaughter.
This year Peter met us in Perth, on the
west coast, and we motored across the Continent
from west to east, 3000 miles. An enjoyable,
stimulating and enlightening trip. Remnant forests
The Orkneys from Dunnet Head, the mainland’s most northern point of giant karri, jarrah and tingle trees delighted us,
as too the wild, southern coastline of Western Australia. Then mile after mile of mallee type forest yielded
all sorts of unexpected beauty and the infamous Nullarbor Plain turned out to be as interesting as anticipated

and far more lovely. The Great Australian Bight’s sand dunes and
mile after mile of mighty cliffs were only surpassed in wonder by
twenty idling southern right whales and calves at the ‘Head of the
Bight’. We then headed north west to Broken Hill and Bourke in
NSW, through the Australia outback at its most extreme. It is
hard to forget the abundance of drought enfeebled kangaroos and
wallabies in parched landscapes, and as road-kill litter. Though
harsh, always interesting, enhancing our love of an extreme
continent. Two nights at Broken Hill and a night at Bourke
preceded meeting up with Peter in Tamworth and flying to
Tasmania for Josephine’s second birthday in her Hobart home.
Tasmania is Australia’s Scotland. All mountains, firths,
Cliffs of the Great Australian Bight
lakes and islands. Geographical beauty distilled to a glorious essence. We delighted in the country’s eastern
seaboard. The west awaits our next visit. Best of all were family and granddaughters. Walking the girls to
school, playing ball games in the middle of their quiet street, sitting on the piano stool to encourage them to
practise, joining in their sense of fun, peacemaking in their quarrels and seeing the world, as well as unusual
glimpses of ourselves, through their eyes. They all love Tasmania and Hobart, a beautiful city and good place
to bring up children. They have yet to decide whether or not to put down deep roots.
Diana’s daughter Martha, Llew her husband, and Max, Bella and Theo likewise love Somerset and
nearby Wells. They have indeed already put down deep roots and are thoroughly involved in local events and
life. ’Pula, Olga, Mariana and Zoe are well settled in Haslemere. ’Pula commutes to London each day. Olga
teaches locally. The girls thrive at sport and work in their respective schools, Mariana now a Secondary pupil
in Petersfield.
Andrew’s Peter in Australia is on the verge of transferring from Tamworth to Albury on the river
Murray, where he plans to buy himself a house. He remains employed by the New South Wales government.
His cooperative, collaborative and back to back holidays with us are greatly appreciated.
David and Rachel with their bright spark of a son Thomas leave Cambridge over Christmas to move
to the lovely village of Chiddingfold, of which Rachel has been appointed Vicar. Conveniently this is much
nearer to us and all but next door to Pula and Olga. David is
to be house-husband, while exploring other fascinating
options and possibilities. Andrew’s youngest daughter,
Rachel, remains contented in London, enjoying her many
friends and work at Church House, Westminster. She plays a
full role in the life of All Saints, Fulham, even preaching on
occasions.
This letter contains too much good and positive news
to be true to life. Let’s ring in some misery.
Remember for whom the bell tolls. Last week I buried
two men my own age. Momento mori. Indeed. Indeed. Yet,
thank God for having escaped the deracination of so many of
those around us. We hold fast to the God of love we’ve
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learned to apprehend and respond to in the life and worship of mother Church. It’s inconceivable to us that
death and annihilation are life’s final word. Deo gratias.
To the deracinated, however, a good read from the atheist philosopher John Gray’s Seven Types of
Atheism might be welcome. Five of the types identified he finds as repellent as I do, though he far more
learnedly and brilliantly than me. His concluding sentence: “A godless world is as mysterious as one suffused
with divinity, and the difference between the two may be less than you think.”
A blessed, awed and merry Christmas. Much love from us both.
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